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Photoreceptor waveguides
and effective retinal image quality
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Individual photoreceptor waveguiding suggests that the entire retina can be considered as a composite fiber-
optic element relating a retinal image to a corresponding waveguided image. In such a scheme, a visual sen-
sation is produced only when the latter interacts with the pigments of the outer photoreceptor segments. Here
the possible consequences of photoreceptor waveguiding on vision are studied with important implications for
the pupil-apodization method commonly used to incorporate directional effects of the retina. In the absence of
aberrations, it is found that the two approaches give identical predictions for an effective retinal image only
when the pupil apodization is chosen twice as narrow as suggested by the traditional Stiles–Crawford effect. In
addition, phase variations in the retinal field due to ocular aberrations can delicately alter a waveguided im-
age, and this may provide plausible justification for an improved visual sensation as compared with what
should be expected on the grounds of a retinal image only. © 2007 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 060.2310, 170.2150, 330.4060, 330.5310.
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. INTRODUCTION
he relation between retinal image and vision is often
onsidered in a simplified manner and without distinc-
ion, with the retina as a screen onto which the outer
orld is projected by the optics of the eye (eventually im-
aired by aberrations). This is done for convenience
ather than accuracy since the photoreceptors actually
ample an incoming light stimulus spatially before fur-
her processes are activated toward the visual cortex.1 At
retinal level there are factors other than sampling, how-

ver, that may affect the visual sensation produced. Of
articular interest is that the photoreceptors are known
o guide light,2–5 and this guiding mechanism may influ-
nce the amount as well as the spectrum of light that
each the visual pigments contained in the outer seg-
ents. Indeed, waveguide properties of individual photo-

eceptors can explain a reduced visual impact of light
ays entering the eye near the rim of its pupil as well as of
ntraocularly scattered light in what is known as the
tiles–Crawford effect of the first kind (SCE).6 Although
he SCE is of retinal origin, it is usually treated as a
Gaussian) apodization at the pupil that reduces off-axis
ontributions of light when an effective retinal image is
alculated.7–14 Actually, the SCE can also be considered as
direct demonstration of the retinal sensitivity to phase

radients in the illumination field,15,16 and it is therefore
ot generally appropriate to consider the retinal intensity
or amplitude) response without proper consideration of
he influence that the phase may have.15–17 This point can
cquire particular importance once aberrations are
resent.
In this paper, possible influences of photoreceptor

aveguiding on the effective retinal image quality will be
xamined in detail under different viewing conditions.
ventually, such studies may lead to an improved under-
tanding of the complex optical functioning of the retina
1084-7529/07/030597-11/$15.00 © 2
tself. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 a
heoretical model of light coupling to a single photorecep-
or is described. This description is based on our recently
resented model,16 but it is here developed further to fa-
ilitate an analysis of the impact that photoreceptor
aveguiding may have on vision. The entire analysis is

arried out for a schematic eye model. In Section 3 a nu-
erical analysis of the ocular point-spread function (PSF)

s carried out, including some common aberration terms,
nd the retinal image of a distant point source (retinal
SF) is compared with the light distribution that via
aveguiding is able to reach the outer-segment pigments

waveguided or effective retinal PSF). The waveguided re-
ult is related to the more common pupil-apodization
ethod in which the directionality, although of retinal

rigin, is introduced a priori in the pupil plane when an
ffective retinal image is calculated. In Section 4 an ap-
roximate solution is developed that is suitable for ana-
yzing the influence of waveguiding on vision by the entire
hotoreceptor mosaic and thus for treating more complex
iewing situations. In Section 5 the model is used to dis-
uss the viewing of multiple as well as extended sources
ith important implications for visual resolution. Section
contains the conclusions.

. WAVEGUIDE-MEDIATED VISION MODEL
he basic configuration considered is shown in Fig. 1 for a
et of well-aligned photoreceptors all oriented toward a
oint near the pupil center.18 It will be assumed that a
onstant fraction of the incident coupled light gets ab-
orbed in each photoreceptor and produces a proportional
isual sensation. The light distribution that reaches the
etina �r (and produces the retinal image) is related to
hat at the eye pupil. For the schematic eye with neye
1.33 and f =22.2 mm, and for uniform illumination at
eye

007 Optical Society of America
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avelength � across the pupil diameter D, it can be ex-
ressed in a scalar representation as

�r�u,v� =
2neye

i��D�feye

Fneyeu

�feye
,
neyev

�feye

�Peye�x,y�

�exp�i�WA�x,y���, �1�

here Peye=1 inside the pupil and 0 otherwise. The in-
oming field has been normalized to the circular area of
he pupil, and the total ocular wavefront aberrations �WA
ave been referred to the pupil plane. The spatial fre-
uencies of the Fourier transform are the indexed values
eyeu /�feye and neyev /�feye, and the retinal coordinates
u ,v� refer to a position on the curved retina [the curva-
ure of the eye fundus eliminates an external quadratic
hase factor that is otherwise present in the Fourier-
ransform relation of Eq. (1)].

In the ideal case of an unaberrated wavefront [i.e.,
WA�x ,y��0] and a centered pupil, the field impinges nor-
ally onto each photoreceptor aperture, and the amount

f light coupled is largest. In turn, if a photoreceptor is
ot well aligned toward the center of the active pupil, the
mount of light coupled to it will be expected to
ecrease.19,20 The fraction of incident light at the retina
hat couples to a given photoreceptor (i.e., the coupling
trength) and is guided toward its outer segment can be
alculated from

T = 	
m


� � �r�m
* dudv
2

�� ��r�2dudv�� ��m�2dudv

, �2�

here �m is the amplitude of each guided mode m and the
ummation includes all of the allowed modes (see Ref. 16
here also the appropriate limits of integration are dis-

ussed). Consequently, to evaluate the amount of light
oupled to any given photoreceptor, one must know both
he amplitude and phase distribution of the retinal field
t and near the inner segment aperture. Typically, only
he intensity distribution (and thus the amplitude) has
een considered (as in the case of the retinal PSF), but
learly also the phase may be of relevance as demon-
trated by the SCE.15,16 Indeed, Eq. (2) shows that care
hould be taken when an effective image is estimated as
egistered by the photoreceptors (waveguided image)
rom the intensity at the retina (retinal image). Any local

ig. 1. Schematic of (a) retinal light-coupling configuration con-
idered, (b) retinal image ��r�2, and (c) waveguided image [dashed
urve at outer segments in (a)] produced via coupling of the reti-
al field to individual photoreceptor waveguide modes. The
aveguided image represents a sampled (by the photoreceptors
rranged approximately in a hexagonal pattern at the fovea) and
nhomogenously weighted copy of the retinal image.
avefront tilt or variation at the aperture of a photore-
eptor will modify the amount of light power that can
each the pigments of its outer segment via waveguiding.
n this case, Eq. (2) should be applied to each individual
hotoreceptor being exposed to light. The actual number
f allowed modes is determined by the V number of the
aveguide: V= ��d /��NA, where d is its diameter and NA

s the refractive index–dependent numerical aperture. In
he following sections a wavelength-independent NA of
.19 will be assumed for the inner photoreceptor seg-
ents (this value is easily derived from the refractive in-

ices given in Ref. 15). For the narrow cones of the central
ovea as well as for the rods one might expect that a single
ode dominates the response (i.e., when V�2.405) when

he wavelength of illumination is toward the far-red end
f the spectrum.16 In turn, a shorter wavelength is also
ore likely to allow the excitation of higher-order modes,

articularly when illuminated off axis. In any case, it
hould be stressed that the angle of incidence onto the
etina matters only for the determination of the amount
f light coupled to any given photoreceptor waveguide.
nce a given mode has been excited, the light propagates
ssentially along the photoreceptor axis toward the outer
egment (whose higher refractive index may confine the
eld more within it), where it can get absorbed by the pig-
ents and give rise to a visual sensation. The transition

rom inner to outer segment is assumed to be adiabatic in
he sense that once a mode is excited and allowed in both
egments (i.e., if they have similar V numbers), it is
uided without significant radiation loss across the ta-
ered transition zone.21 Cone photoreceptors are known
o produce some amount of backscattered light at or near
he ellipsoid (possibly due to a high density of
itochondria22), resulting in reduced transmission. Nev-

rtheless, since the refractive index difference of inner
nd outer segments is only about 0.1, it must be expected
hat the reflected fraction (apart from being similar
mong neighboring photoreceptors) is negligible when
ompared with the transmitted light that becomes avail-
ble to the visual pigments. Light that is backscattered
rom within or beyond the outer segments serves essen-
ially to increase the effective outer segment length (a
mall effect in human eyes). The inhomogeneous intensity
istribution of light guided by different modes may pref-
rentially isomerize pigment molecules at different loca-
ions across each outer photoreceptor segment, and this
ay be of relevance when time-dependent changes due to

hanges in pupil size or location are considered.23,24 How-
ver, in the present paper only static implications of the
aveguide relevance for vision will be considered. In ad-
ition, only directly imaged light will be assumed to con-
ribute to the retinal field, and thus other indirect
ources, e.g., due to intraocular scattering, will be ex-
luded from further consideration (with incoherent light
he SCE will effectively filter such contributions).

. POINT-SPREAD-FUNCTION VIEWING
he PSF, being an intensity measure, may not always be
good indicator for light that actually reaches the outer-

hotoreceptor segments, gets absorbed, and causes a vi-
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ual sensation. This has commonly been taken into ac-
ount by introducing an effective retinal PSF where
etinal directionality is taken into account a priori
hrough an apodization of the true pupil. In this section
he influence of waveguiding on the viewing of the PSF
corresponding to a plane incident wave truncated by the
ye pupil) without and with the presence of aberrations is
xamined on the basis of the model above. The mode no-
enclature chosen LPlm �l�0;m�1� is that of weakly

uided modes. The description will focus on photorecep-
ors that allow for the propagation of only the lowest-
rder mode �LP01� with the case of two (LP01 and LP11) or
ore modes considered only when explicitly referred to.
lso, when the angle of incidence onto a given multimode
hotoreceptor is small (no more than a few degrees as cor-
esponding to wave components from the rim of a small
ye pupil), most power will still be carried forward to the
uter segment by the fundamental mode LP01 (see Fig. 2
n Ref. 16). All results shown (Figs. 2–5) are rotationally
ymmetric about the ordinate axis and have been ob-
ained for monochromatic illumination at a wavelength of
llumination �=0.633 �m.

. Without Aberrations
n the absence of aberrations the normalized field at the
etina can be written as

�r�	� =
��Dneye

2i�feye 2J1��Dneye

�feye
	�

�Dneye

�feye
	 � , �3�

here 	=�u2+v2 and J1 is the first-order Bessel function
f the first kind. The intensity (representing the retinal
SF) may be taken as the absolute square of the field,
hich in this case simply produces the Airy distribution:

ig. 2. Waveguided power fraction T01�uc ,0� (dotted curves)
ompared with (rescaled) retinal PSF Ir�uc ,0� (solid curves) in
he absence of aberrations �WA�0 for pupil diameters D of 3, 5,
nd 7 mm. The mode width w01 of the single-mode photoreceptor
aveguide is 1.5 �m.
Ir�	� =
�

4
D2� neye

�feye
�22J1��Dneye

�feye
	�

�Dneye

�feye
	 �

2

. �4�

n the case where only the fundamental mode is allowed
n each inner segment (i.e., di�4.09�), a good approxima-
ion to the exact mode shape is the Gaussian
istribution16:

�01�	� =� 2

�w01
2 exp�−

	2

w01
2 � , �5�

here w01 expresses the width of the mode and the am-
litude has been normalized. With the retinal field in Eq.
3) and the mode of Eq. (5), the fraction of light power
oupled to an individual single-mode photoreceptor cen-
ered at �uc ,0� can be calculated as

T01�uc,0� = 
� � �r�u,v��01�u − uc,v�dudv
2

. �6�

his result has been depicted in Fig. 2 along with the reti-
al PSF from Eq. (4) for different pupil diameters. It
hows that the finite photoreceptor width, here chosen
ather large to enhance its influence, makes the
aveguided PSF slightly wider than the retinal PSF. This
bservation is also directly evident from the convolution
f the fields expressed in Eq. (6). In addition, sidelobes of
he waveguided PSF beyond the central Airy spot are
omewhat attenuated as compared with those of the reti-
al PSF. Both of these findings are in qualitative agree-
ent with previously reported results based on an effec-

ive pupil apodization chosen in accordance with the
CE,7,8,13 but the reason differs, as will be made evident

n Subsection 3.C. Naturally, for a large pupil, the size of
he diffraction-limited spot is reduced (compared with the
hotoreceptor diameter) and the influence of the convolu-
ion becomes more pronounced. However, if the Airy spot
ecomes narrower than the mode, the fraction of coupled-
ight power lowers again (here seen for a 7 mm
berration-free pupil). For a small pupil ��3 mm� the dif-
erence between retinal and waveguided PSF becomes
egligible and the mode �01 in Eq. (6) may be approxi-
ated with a delta function, resulting in T01���r�2.
In a real viewing situation the photoreceptor mosaic

amples the waveguided PSF of Fig. 2 at a discrete set of
oints that are representative of the entire distribution
hen closely spaced. The resulting visual impression will
e influenced by saccadic eye motions that will tend to av-
rage the sensation produced within the response time of
he entire visual process. A detailed study of the influence
hat this averaging acting upon the waveguided light may
ave is, however, beyond the scope of the present study.
In the case where the photoreceptor width is just large

nough to allow excitation of also the second-lowest order
ode LP11 (i.e., 4.09��di�6.52�), the result is expected

o remain practically unchanged in the absence of aberra-
ions. The reason is that a plane normally incident wave
annot excite this mode. With a phase-independent but
arying amplitude distribution as that of Eq. (3), the
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ode will still be poorly excited owing to the angular de-
endence of its mode structure (this argument holds valid
or any higher-order mode LPlm with l
0). Only when
i
9.39� can a second mode LP02 be excited by a plane
ormally incident wave, and in the visible range this is
learly a value that is larger than the diameter of indi-
idual foveal cones.

. With Aberrations
cular aberrations degrade a retinal image, but as indi-

ated by Eq. (2) they may affect a waveguided image
omewhat differently. Here, only the influence that rota-
ionally symmetric aberration terms may have on the
SF will be considered, as these allow for a straightfor-
ard calculation. The case of more complicated (and real-

stic) viewing conditions will be deferred to the following
ections. In the case of defocus the aberration referred to
he pupil plane may be written as �WA�r�=�r2, corre-
ponding to a power of −�� /� diopters. Likewise, in the
ase of spherical aberration, it may be written as �WA�r�
�r4, where � takes on a role similar to �. In either case

he normalized retinal-field distribution can be expressed
s

�r�	� =
4��neye

iD�feye
�

0

D/2

r exp�i�WA�J0�2�neye

�feye
r	�dr, �7�

here J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first
ind and the retinal intensity image Ir can again be taken
s the absolute squared value of the field. It follows that
he waveguided image can be calculated at each photore-
eptor by use of Eq. (6) for single-mode photoreceptor

ig. 3. Magnitude of retinal field �r�uc ,0� and its phase
wrapped on −� to �) for 3 and 5 mm pupil diameters. Defocus is

D (solid curve), −0.1 D (dashed curve), −0.2 D (dotted curve),
nd −0.3 D (dashed–dotted curve).
aveguides or more generally from Eq. (2). Examples on
agnitude and phase of the retinal field �r in the pres-

nce of defocus are shown in Fig. 3. Apart from a drop in
he central peak and a swelling of the surrounding field
istribution (or intensity when squared), it may be noted
hat the presence of defocus introduces continuous phase
ariations in the retinal field (in the absence of aberra-
ions only a sign change is present in the phase distribu-
ion). Far off axis, the phase variation tends to increase
inearly with distance, and the zone of approximately con-
tant phase (near the axis) shrinks when defocus is in-
reased for a small pupil. The aberration-induced phase
ariations vary more rapidly if a larger pupil area con-
ributes to the illumination.

Both the amplitude and phase variations of the retinal
eld across each photoreceptor aperture influence the
mount of coupled light. Indeed, the distributions of the
oupled-light fraction T01�uc ,0� in Fig. 4 show that the
etinal and waveguided PSF may differ substantially
nce the pupil is large. The convolution expressed in Eq.
6) is again responsible for a slight widening of the
aveguided as compared with the retinal image. The im-
act of defocus for large pupil diameters is greatly re-
uced by a suppression of the off-axis ringing in the
aveguided image when compared with the retinal im-
ge, as can be appreciated in Fig. 4 (see also Fig. 6). This
grees qualitatively well with expectations based on pupil

ig. 4. Power fraction T01�uc ,0� (curve) of waveguided light
ompared with (rescaled) retinal intensity Ir�uc ,0� (markers) in
he case of −0.1 D and −0.3 D defocus. Pupil size is (solid, �)
mm, (dashed, ) 5 mm, and (dotted, �) 7 mm. The mode width
01 of the single-mode photoreceptor waveguide is 1.0 �m. Note

hat for −0.1 D defocus with a 7 mm pupil, the intensity distri-
ution has been reduced by a factor of 4 to include off-axis oscil-
ations within the scale of the plot.
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podization that show an extended depth of field,13,25–27

ut here the reason is to be found in an increase of the
etinal-field phase gradient with pupil size as shown in
ig. 3. It is this wavefront slope for a defocused retinal

mage that translates into a reduced coupling of off-axis
ight at the retina to the waveguided image [see also Eq.
13)]. Finally, if only spherical aberration is present (for
implicity not shown here but see Fig. 7), the difference
etween retinal and waveguided PSF becomes notably
ess marked than it does for defocus, but again a retinal
hase gradient is responsible for reducing its off-axis im-
act on the effective retinal image for large pupil diam-
ters.

. Retinal or Pupil Stiles–Crawford Effect?
he directionality of photoreceptors, recognized as the
rincipal cause of the SCE, is usually characterized in the
upil plane by scanning a narrow incident beam across
he pupil while psychophysically registering changes in
rightness.6 This is obviously a situation entirely differ-
nt from normal viewing conditions where light is allowed
o pass unobstructed through the entire pupil area. Nev-
rtheless, the directionality is commonly taken into ac-
ount in calculations by apodizing the pupil when effec-
ive retinal images are estimated. Here, the two
pproaches (retinal waveguiding and pupil apodization)
ill be directly compared to make it clear why a pupil-
podization method may work correctly notwithstanding
hat the SCE is of retinal origin.

According to the waveguide model, the fraction of light
ower coupled to a photoreceptor centered at �uc ,vc� can
e written (apart from constant terms) as the convolution

T01�uc,vc� = �Fneyeu

�feye
,
neyev

�feye

�Peye exp�i�WA�� � �01�u,v��2, �8�

here the Fourier transform F�Peye exp�i�WA��
F�Peye��F�exp�i�WA�� is simply the retinal field �r ex-
ressed in Eq. (1). Equation (8) is the waveguided predic-
ion of the effective retinal image. Alternatively, when the
ncident field is apodized by a Gaussian distribution

eye�x ,y�=10−0.5	G�x2+y2� at the pupil, where 	G is a direc-
ionality factor (the factor of 0.5 in the exponent is in-
luded for convenience since the apodization function acts
n the field amplitude and not on the intensity), the pre-
orrected retinal intensity (effective PSF) may be written
s

Ĩ�uc,vc� = �Fneyeu

�feye
,
neyev

�feye

�GeyePeye exp�i�WA���2

= �Fneyeu

�feye
,
neyev

�feye

�Peye exp�i�WA��

� Fneyeu

�feye
,
neyev

�feye

�Geye��2. �9�

learly, for the two results in Eqs. (8) and (9) to become
dentical, the Fourier transform of the chosen apodization
unction, which is also Gaussian, should correspond to the
Gaussianlike) mode width of the photoreceptor in ques-
ion. This is not entirely surprising, taking into account
hat the two may be connected by diffraction in the re-
ated optical SCE.16 If the fundamental waveguide mode
iffers from a Gaussian, the chosen Geye should be slightly
odified, but the difference is expected to remain small.
hat is important to point out, however, is that in the ab-

ence of aberrations there is no SCE for the unobstructed
upil illuminated by a plane wave, since there is no phase
radient of the field �r at the retina [as expressed in Eq.
3)]. Rather, it is the convolution with the photoreceptor
idth that makes the waveguided PSF slightly wider

han the retinal PSF. Nonetheless, with the right Geye it is
qually legitimate to reach this conclusion by preapodiz-
ng the amplitude of the field at the pupil as shown above.

The relation between mode width for a Gaussian beam
t the photoreceptor and at the pupil16 suggests that the
wo approaches become equivalent when one chooses 	G
	OSCE, i.e., the directionality parameter measured for

he optical SCE. The latter has been found to equal about
wice the directionality parameter 	SCE of the SCE.28

onsequently, Geye�x ,y�=10−	SCE�x2+y2� ought to provide
he best correspondence between the two alternative ap-
roaches to estimate an effective retinal image. In any
ase, both 	SCE and Geye are average values for many pho-
oreceptors, where the former is typically measured on a
etinal patch of about 1 deg (a typical value of 	SCE is
.05/mm2 at the fovea in the middle of the visible spec-
rum). When the illuminated retinal area is large (i.e.,
hen photoreceptors of different diameters contribute),

he relationship between apodization function and mode
idth is approximate at best. It must be stressed that the
eye chosen to bring Eqs. (8) and (9) into correspondence
cts directly on the field amplitude and phase and that it
s twice as restrictive at the pupil when compared with
he standard SCE apodization for the intensity.

In the absence of aberrations, the apodization function
emains valid also for larger (multimode) photoreceptors
ince the light will preferentially couple to the fundamen-
al mode. When aberrations are present more light may
ouple to higher-order modes, and in such a case Eq. (8)
or the total transmission should be rewritten as a sum
ver modes T=�Tm. Thus more power can be coupled
han that predicted by the fundamental mode only, but
he exact fraction will dependent on the amount of aber-
ations present (see also Section 4).

Many experiments have been conducted using SCE-
eutralizing filters mounted in the pupil plane of the
ye.12,27 However, when the entire pupil is exposed to
ight from a distant point source, and in the absence of ab-
rrations, there is no wavefront slope at the retina and
herefore no retinal SCE. Thus, the filter function (here
hosen as 1/Geye for the amplitude) will operate in addi-
ion to the retinal waveguiding process, and the predicted
isual impression will be

T01�uc,vc� = �Fneyeu

�feye
,
neyev

�feye

�Geye
−1 Peye

�exp�i�WA�� � �01�u,v��2. �10�

ith a Gaussianlike photoreceptor mode and for Geye cho-
en as indicated above, this expression can be reduced to
he absolute square of Eq. (1). Only under these circum-
tances can the predicted visual impression be made iden-
ical to the real retinal image unobstructed by photore-
eptor waveguiding. For other pupil filters, Eq. (10) can
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till be used to predict the expected influence on vision.
or instance, had a normal SCE-neutralizing filter Geye

−0.5

een chosen, the predicted visual impression would be
F�Geye

0.5Peye exp�i�WA���2 and the elimination of a retinal
nfluence would only be partial.

An alternative way to look at a retinal influence, albeit
ot directly at the retina, is the commonly used modula-
ion transfer function (MTF), which is calculated via the
ourier transform of Eq. (9) while making use of the
bove apodization function. In Fig. 5 the outcome is
hown, including different amounts of defocus for differ-
nt 	SCE’s that have been chosen to correspond to cone
hotoreceptors near to and far from the center of the
ovea and including different amounts of defocus. The ten-
encies are in agreement with experimental findings,12

nd as expected the retinal influence gets more pro-
ounced the larger the chosen pupil is (whereas for a
mm pupil the differences become negligible and are for

implicity not shown here).

. FIRST-ORDER APPROXIMATION TO
AVEGUIDED IMAGE

he previous section has shown that sampling of the
avefront by photoreceptor apertures leads to a slight
idening of the waveguided PSF as compared with the

standard) retinal PSF, and it also imprints variations in
hase of the wavefront across the retina onto the bright-
ess of a waveguided image. It is possible to refer the en-
ire analysis to the eye pupil as shown in Subsection 3.C

ig. 5. Simulated modulation transfer function (MTF) for a 5
nd 7 mm pupil for an amplitude apodization function Geye�r�
10−	SCEr2

. The curves are grouped according to the different
mounts of defocus included and show the MTF for 	SCE=0 (solid
urves), 	SCE=0.05/mm2 (dashed curves), and 	SCE=0.10/mm2

dotted curves).
each object point would produce amplitude and phase
istributions at the pupil that should be summed and
ultiplied by Peye in Eq. (9)], but only when the illumi-

ated retinal area is small is the assumption of all-
dentical photoreceptors satisfying (required in order to
e specified by the same Geye at the pupil). For a larger
etinal area, photoreceptors with different mode widths
ay contribute, and the analysis is best carried out at the

etina by use of Eq. (8). Also, for complicated retinal im-
ges important insight can be gained by considering the
nfluence of waveguiding directly at the retina. The high
ensity of cone photoreceptors at the fovea makes it ap-
arent that any vision model that attempts to relate a
ypical retinal image to its waveguided projection (and ul-
imately to the visual sensation produced) can benefit
ubstantially by a simplified evaluation procedure.

To calculate the fraction of light coupled to a single pho-
oreceptor, one should perform the calculation of Eq. (2).

hen a high number of photoreceptors contribute and/or
hen the retinal image is complicated, one may try to ap-
roximate the field at each photoreceptor aperture to sim-
lify the calculation (and thereby avoid a direct numerical
ntegration). The field incident on the retina can be writ-
en as �r�u ,v�=A�u ,v�exp�i��u ,v��. Both the amplitude
nd phase of this field may be Taylor expanded in 2-D at
he center position of any given photoreceptor aperture
uc ,vc�. If only terms that are either constant or linear in
he spatial coordinates are kept, which may be a reason-
ble approximation for the retinal field at or near a tiny
hotoreceptor aperture, one obtains.

A � A0 + 
 �A

�u

uc,vc

�u − uc� + 
 �A

�v 

uc,vc

�v − vc�

= A0 + Au�u − uc� + Av�v − vc�, �11�

� � �0 + 
 ��

�u

uc,vc

�u − uc� + 
 ��

�v 

uc,vc

�v − vc�

= �0 + �u�u − uc� + �v�v − vc�. �12�

t should be stressed, however, that certain viewing con-
itions with rapid spatial variations of field amplitude or
hase (e.g., when viewing a speckle pattern) may require
hat higher orders be included in the expansion.

A linear phase variation as in Eq. (12) corresponds to
n angular tilt of the incident wavefront and thus to the
CE as referred to a single photoreceptor. Within this ap-
roximation the total power transmitted to the funda-
ental (Gaussian) mode of the chosen photoreceptor may

e found as

P � 2��w01
2 �A0

2 + �w01
2

2 �2

�Au�u + Av�v�2�
�exp�−

w01
2

2
��u

2 + �v
2�� , �13�

here � is a constant that relates field amplitude to in-
ensity [contrary to the hitherto-used coupling fraction T,
he total power in Eq. (13) has not been normalized]. Un-
ess both the variation in amplitude and phase is signifi-
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ant, a further approximation to the amplitude factor is
btained by omitting the product of amplitude and phase
erivatives while keeping only the A0

2 scaling in the above
quation. From the result it can be seen that the power
uided toward the pigment-containing outer segments
an be estimated from knowledge of the on-axis intensity
nd the local wavefront tilt at each photoreceptor aper-
ure. Naturally, if the illumination at the retina is uni-
ormly bright (i.e., when A is constant) even photorecep-
ors of identical physical properties may couple
ifferently to the allowed modes in accordance with phase
ariations in the retinal field.

Figure 6 shows simulated results for the retinal inten-
ity image Ir�u ,v� [as obtained from Eq. (1)] and the cor-
esponding power distribution of the waveguided image
�u ,v� [obtained by means of Eq. (13) with the amplitude
nd phase derivatives calculated numerically in steps of
.25 �m] in the presence of defocus for a 7 mm pupil. The
esults may be compared with Figs. 3 and 4. The

ig. 6. Influence of −0.1 D defocus (left) and −0.3 D defocus
right) on retinal Ir�u ,v� and waveguided P�u ,v� images for a
mm pupil. The phase of the wavefront [wrapped from −�

black) to � (white)] is shown at the top of the figure for the pupil
lane and for the retina respectively. The waveguided power dis-
ributions have been obtained for a 1.0 and 1.5 �m photoreceptor
ode width, respectively. Image size is 64�64 �m at the retina

nd 10.6�10.6 mm for the phase distributions at the pupil.
aveguided power distributions shown are sampled by
he mosaic of photoreceptors [cf. Fig. 1(c)], and thus only
he power at the center of each photoreceptor (if overlaid
n the power distributions) should be read from the fig-
res. As already mentioned, ocular motion may further
mooth this sampled distribution within the response
ime of the entire visual process. From Fig. 6 it is clear
hat the phase variation of the defocused retinal field
eakens the impact of the light distribution surrounding

he central pattern in the corresponding waveguided im-
ges owing to the exponential factor in Eq. (13). The case
f a wider mode (representative of photoreceptors farther
way from the center of the fovea) is also shown in Fig. 6,
here the influence of exponential damping is seen to be

tronger than in the case of a narrow photoreceptor mode.
nly if the phase derivatives of the retinal field are small

�u
2 +�v

2�2/w01
2 � can the damping of the waveguided im-

ge be neglected and will the effective retinal image re-
emble the retinal image. This constraint becomes more
mportant the larger the photoreceptor diameter is. The

ig. 7. Influence of Zernike polynomial terms Z6=0.5 �m astig-
atism (left) and Z11=0.2 �m spherical aberration (right) on

etinal and waveguided images for a 7 mm pupil. In the case of
pherical aberration, magnitude distributions have been shown
nstead of intensity and power distributions to enhance the vis-
bility of the concentric rings. Other details are the same as in
ig. 6.
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utcome resembles predictions based on a pupil apodiza-
ion in accordance with the SCE,7,8,13 but as discussed in
ubsection 3.C, the reason differs.
In Fig. 7 the influence of other typical aberration terms

re shown. For an astigmatic field the phase variation of
r reduces again the impact of the noncentral part in the
aveguided light distribution. In turn, an improvement is
uch less apparent in the case of spherical aberration.
When analyzing other aberrations, it is found that only

ernike terms29 of even radial order (defocus, astigma-
ism, spherical,…) have a continuous phase variation of
r. Odd radial orders (coma, trefoil,…) have a binary
hase variation at the retina corresponding to a sign
hange of the field amplitude (similar to the phase distri-
utions of the unaberrated cases shown in Fig. 3). At any
uch sign change the phase derivative becomes infinite,
aking the first-order expansion in Eq. (12) invalid. How-

ver, since the amplitude is identically zero at such a
oint, the contribution will be very small even when av-

ig. 8. Influence of real-eye-like ocular aberrations with
ernike terms: Z4=−0.5, Z5=0.3, Z6=0.5, Z7=−0.1, Z8=0.2, Z9
0.1, Z10=0.3, and Z11=0.1 �m with all other terms identically
ero (left), and the same with exclusion of defocus (right) for a
mm pupil. The root-mean-square wavefront aberration at the

upil is 0.866 �m when all terms are included and 0.707 �m
hen defocus is excluded. Other details are the same as in Fig. 6.
raged on the area of a photoreceptor aperture (field con-
ributions of opposite sign will tend to cancel). From areas
f constant phase, the exponential factor in Eq. (13) will
e unity and waveguided images of such aberration terms
ill be highly similar to the corresponding retinal images.
ote that the results derived from the first-order approxi-
ation do not show the convolution expressed in Eq. (8)

nd discussed in the previous section. This is due to hav-
ng selected a fixed position �uc ,vc�j for each photoreceptor
and having expanded the retinal field around the same
et of points to facilitate a numerical analysis.

In Fig. 8 the influence of a realistic combination of ocu-
ar aberration terms are shown, and some improvement
f the waveguided as compared with the retinal image
an again be appreciated with a reduced brightness away
rom the central area (i.e., the area of slowly varying
hase).
The exponential function in Eq. (13) may be related to

he width of the Gaussian distribution usually fitted to
he SCE. To do so, one should consider light from a tiny
perture in the pupil plane to transform to an approxi-
ately plane wave at each illuminated photoreceptor

Maxwellian illumination). In the absence of aberrations,
he angle of incidence onto the retina will be linearly re-
ated to the displacement at the pupil and proportional to
he phase derivates in Eq. (13). In the middle-to-short
avelength range of the visible spectrum, it is most likely

hat higher-order modes are also allowed in the foveal
hotoreceptors. It is possible to take account of this by
onsidering the combined coupling to more than one mode
s an increased (hypothetical) mode width larger than the
ne used hitherto.16 When this is done, a modified mode
idth may be expressed as

w =
�feye

�neye
� 	SCE

log�e�
. �14�

It is important to realize that the simple correspon-
ence between the SCE and Eq. (13) used to derive Eq.
14) holds truly valid only in the absence of wavefront ab-
rrations. When aberrations are present, the phase deri-
ates at the retina may vary in a different manner and
he correspondence becomes inaccurate. As this is most
ikely to happen for large pupil diameters, it might ex-
lain an observed brightness deviation in comparison
ith the SCE apodization for illumination of the eye

hrough a large pupil.30 A retinal field with a phase de-
ivative larger than that obtained in the SCE will be fur-
her attenuated in the visual response owing to a reduced
mount of coupled light and vice versa.

. MULTIPLE SOURCES, EXTENDED
BJECTS, AND RESOLUTION

o far the discussion has been focused on the viewing of a
istant monochromatic point source. Nevertheless, the
ame analysis can be generalized to consider observation
f extended objects (if considered as an ensemble of point
ources) with incoherent as well as white-light illumina-
ion.

If two distant point sources are observed, the results of
ection 3 may be used with only slight modifications. In
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he absence of aberrations, and if the two sources radiate
oherently, the retinal field will be the sum of two terms,
ike Eq. (3), centered at each geometrical image point, and
he waveguided image can be obtained from Eq. (8). In
urn, when the radiation from the two objects is incoher-
nt, their fields do not interfere mutually at the retina,
nd the visual impact is therefore obtained as the sum of
heir individual waveguided images. Both of these limit-
ng cases are shown in Fig. 9 for an angular separation
lose to the resolution limit. Retinal illumination where
he phase derivative of the field differs from zero is effec-
ively reduced in the waveguided light, with the overall
ffect of enhancing the visibility of the imaged object by
educing the surrounding ringing of brightness. This
olds true whether one considers coherent or incoherent
ources. Naturally, incoherent light has here the better
esolution, as unwanted interferences (like at the mid-
oint between the two imaged points) are absent. For the
articular case shown, the visibility of the defocused im-
ge (calculated as the difference between the peak value
nd the value at the midpoint between the two bright
pots divided by their sum) improves from 0.18 to 0.19 for

ig. 9. Comparison of retinal and waveguided images of two
oint sources emitting radiation coherently and in phase (left)
nd incoherently (right). Without aberrations, the first-order ap-
roximation of Section 4 leads to identical retinal and
aveguided images (top). With aberrations (here defocus −0.1 D),

he retinal images (middle) and waveguided images (bottom) dif-
er. Sources are located at 6.1 m in front of the eye and angularly
eparated by 1.0� as corresponding to the line width in 20/20 vi-
ual tests. The pupil size is 5 mm, photoreceptor mode width is
.5 �m, and the image size is 32�32 �m.
he coherent case in comparing their retinal and
aveguided images. For the incoherent case the same vis-

bility improves from 0.50 to 0.80 (the Rayleigh criterion
onsiders the two objects as resolved when the visibility
quals 0.15 for incoherent light, but to reach a similar vis-
bility with coherent light requires the spacing between
he objects to be increased by 34%). As a consequence, the
etrimental influence of aberrations of even radial order
in particular defocus and astigmatism) for large pupils

3 mm� may be greatly reduced due to coupling at the
etinal photoreceptor waveguides, and this must be con-
idered as an integral part of the optics of the eye when
ne is analyzing its resolving power.31

For truly extended objects, the level of complexity will
e substantially higher. In the case of coherent light,
hase variations induced by an object will lead to speckle
ormation in its image, and the first-order development of
he previous section should be used with care. For normal
isual tasks, like the observation of light scattered off an
xtended object illuminated by an incoherent source, it
ust be expected that the impression caused will be re-

ated most closely to the incoherent prediction (although
ource details and multiple scattering at the object may
all for an analysis based on partially coherent light). If
ll object points radiate truly independently, their indi-
idual retinal images will be the PSF subject to ocular ab-
rrations. These incoherent images will not interfere at
he retina, and the effective retinal image will be the sum
f each waveguided PSF. If the phase of radiation from
eighboring object points is related during a time interval
uch shorter than the response time of the visual system,

nterference effects at the retina may still be neglected. In
ny case, each imaged point will be subject to blur in the
aveguided image [as expressed by the convolution in Eq.

8) or alternatively by the apodization of the pupil field],
nd the influence of aberrations of even radial order will
e attenuated due to the off-axis wavefront slope present
t each photoreceptor aperture.
The observation of gratings has often been employed to

heck the resolution limit of optical instruments as well
s of the eye. Precisely, the phase sensitivity of the retina
as already been considered to play a role for the Camp-
ell effect,32 which is a reduced visual sensitivity to grat-
ngs observed through a decentered small pupil.32–36 Ab-
rrations also play an important role, but their influence
an be circumvented by illuminating the eye pupil at only
wo small spatially separated points. This case may be ex-
mined by replacing Peye in Eq. (8) by two closely spaced
elta functions, thereby eliminating the influence of aber-
ations (for a finite size of the two pupil points or when
he aberrations cannot entirely be allocated to a single
lane, some amount of remnant aberration will be
resent). With coherent illumination this configuration
roduces a periodic distribution of the intensity at the
etina.9,34–36 When shifted jointly in the pupil plane, a lin-
ar phase variation is induced in the Fourier plane corre-
ponding to an inclination of the wavefront at the retina
ith an effect that will resemble the SCE.

. CONCLUSIONS
n this paper, important consequences for the visual pro-
ess of an entirely waveguide-based retinal model have
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een studied with special emphasis on the influence of
hase variations in the retinal field. The retina has been
onsidered as an optical element that plays an active role
n the relation between retinal image, waveguided projec-
ion, and ultimately vision. This has been done by taking
nto account optical waveguide properties of individual
hotoreceptors where the amount of light coupled is de-
endent on the distribution of field amplitude and phase
t each inner-segment aperture being exposed to light. It
as been found that the finite width of photoreceptors not
nly leads to a slight broadening of the effective PSF but
lso reduces the impact of aberrations (particularly defo-
us and astigmatism) on the visual sensation produced.
his may play a role for accommodation since a defocused

mage couples less light. It has been found possible to re-
ate the waveguide approach with the more common pupil
podization technique used to incorporate directional ef-
ects of the retina onto effective retinal images. In the ab-
ence of aberrations, the waveguide approach predicts
hat the pupil apodization should be chosen twice as nar-
ow as the SCE in order to provide the same result for an
stimated effective retinal image. Aberrations can lead to
wavefront slope at the retina that can increase the cou-

ling to possible higher-order waveguide modes. Although
he differences between a waveguided and a retinal image
re rather subtle, these details may acquire particular
mportance once the utmost in terms of resolution is
ought either for visual performance37,38 or in retinal im-
ging applications with large pupil diameters.39,40 For ex-
mple, it is known that photoreceptors can reorient to
dapt to changed illumination conditions,19,20 and it
eems therefore likely that photoreceptors may at least be
artially adapted to match average ocular aberrations in
erms of wavefront slope at the retina in such a way that
heir light-capturing capabilities become maximized.

The validity of the presented model is dependent on the
ssumptions made with regard to a slowly varying phase
nd amplitude distribution of the retinal field across each
hotoreceptor aperture (otherwise higher orders should
e included in the expansion of the retinal field), and
ore fundamentally on the assumption that only
aveguided light contributes to the visual sensation pro-
uced. Other possible features that could be examined in
ontinuation of this work could be the influence of non-
uided scattered components,41 spectral details,42 and
emporal variations of the entire visual process.
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